
 
 

CALLING PROCEDURES 
BUCKINGHAM NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH 

 
DO NOT PHYSICALLY CONFRONT ANYONE YOU FEEL 
IS ACTING SUSPICIOUSLY 
 
 
1. If you observe an actual crime being committed call the SHERIFF’s 
OFFICE @ 911.  If you observe a suspicious activity first call the home where the 
activity is taking place.  There may not be a problem.  If you get no answer to 
your call then call the SHERIFF’s OFFICE @ 247-8200. 
Report the details of what you have observed such as # of people, vehicle 
description, what is happening and the address where it is taking place.  The 
operator will assign your call and EVENT NUMBER.  IF the operator does not 
give you the number, please ask for it and write it down. 
 
2. After you have call the SHERIFF call your two BLOCK CAPTAINS and 
provide the same information you provided the sheriff’s operator plus the 
assigned  EVENT NUMBER and the team you to which you are assigned.  It is 
imperative that you talk to at least one BLOCK CAPTAIN or other adult at their 
home.  If you are unable to reach an adult at your BLOCK CAPTAIN’S residence, 
leave a message and call the BLOCK CAPTAINS of the next higher zone.  What 
you are trying to do is start information rapidly flowing throughout our 
neighborhood. 
 
3. Finally, after you have spoken with at least one BLOCK CAPTAIN call 
another resident of your zone, passing the same information you have given to 
the CAPTAINS.  You are not finished.  THANK YOU. 
 
4. BLOCK CAPTAINS—When you receive information from a member of 
your team (zone) pass that to the CAPTAINS of the higher team (zone) you can 
reach.  If you receive information from other BLOCK CAPTAINS, or the resident 
of another team (zone) pass that to the next BLOCK CAPTAINS and two other 
residents of your zone.  Calling should cease when the next calls would be to the 
zone from which the information originated. 

Dated: 10-5-09 



 
 
 

BLOCK CAPTAINS 
NEIGHBORHOOD WATCH 

 
 
 

Zone A           Terry Gillis                      654-8106 
  Joe Kline                        653-0973 

 
 

Zone B           Charlotte Sims               655-6266 
  Robert Rupp                  654-6459 

 
 

Zone C           Pat Staley                      689-7449 
  Valerie Pratt                  653-2375 

 
 

Zone D           Mike Andrews                684-9548 
  Marc Sherrill                  654-3370 

 
 

Zone E           Buck Collins                   685-7171 
  Brian Sullivan                681-9890 

 
 

Zone F             Alan Pratt                       653-2375 
  Shaun Bell                      654-7778 

 
Zone G            Charles Karczewski       655-4144 

  Rex Slay                        436-9729 
 
 
 
 
 

Dated: 10-5-2009 


